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angle for radiation collection, and a large percentage of the
annihilation photons is lost to the examination.

Historical Development
The solid angle of acceptance of PET devices has been
considerably improved through volume or three-dimensional
imaging, whereby more coincidence lines are used without
interslice septa. While this approach seems contrary to conven
tional wisdom in slice-oriented PET systems using septa colli
mation, it has been implemented for nearly 20 yr. In two very
different early approaches, one group placed two gamma
cameras in coincidence (1 ), and the other used high-energy
physics instrumentation to place multiwire proportional cham
bers in coincidence (2,3 ). These systems, which suffered from
increased scattered radiation, low sensitivity and modest count
rate capability, were not used extensively in PET imaging.
Development of more conventional slice-oriented PET systems
eventually resulted in most of today's devices. In these ma
chines, however, slice sensitivity was near maximum and as
resolution improved, practical problems with event-counting
statistics arose. Several investigators (4â€”6) therefore proposed
volumetric imaging PET systems, which promised greater
sensitivity and a reconstructed resolution that approached de
tector intrinsic resolution. One system (4) used BGO detectors
organized in a partial sphere but with annular collimation for
scatter reduction. The other (5, 6) used an open BOO cylinder
that allowed all possible coincidence lines for image contribu
tion. Others proposed a NaI(Tl) system for volumetric imaging
(7). While these efforts produced many interesting and valuable
simulation results and algorithms (8â€”11), none have proved
practical. One group recently completed a volumetric imaging
PET composed of a hexagonal array of NaI(Tl) planar detectors
(12), and more recently a system using an annular NaI(Tl)
detector (13 ). This approach, which is less expensive than
slice-oriented devices, has excellent resolution and produces
three-dimensional images. However, because of its thin, con
tinuous detector, it is no more sensitive than conventional
systems and suffers from high count-rate problems. Scatter
contribution is minimized by a high-energy threshold. This is
the only extensively used practical implementation of a PET
camera specifically designed for three-dimensional data acqui
sition.

In 1989, two independent studies (14, 15) showed that remov
ing the slice septa from two different commercial systems
operating in a volumetric imaging mode causes image improve
ment in a limited central region ofthe systems' axial extent and
image degradation at its end regions. In 1990, a neuro-PET
system with a retractable septa was developed (16), and this
feature has become standard on commercial devices from
Siemens and General Electric Medical Systems (1 7,18). The
advantages and costs of increasing the solid angle of acceptance
by omitting slice collimation have been reported (19) but

It has been long recognized that the primary advantage of imaging
the brain with a positron emission tomograph using GSO scintillation
detectors placed on a spheroid surface is the large solid angle of
acceptance for annihilation radiation, which results in improved
system sensitivity and image signal-to-noise ratio. In the present
study, we investigated spheroid system geometry, detector design
and contribution of scattered coincidences. Methods: Scintillation
detector distribution on a spheroidal surface was investigated by
approximating the surface by polygons. Finding a suitable crystal for
this purpose led to the development of an experimental GSO
block-type detector. The fraction of scattered coincidences was
experimentally evaluated using phantoms and detector pairs in
conjunction with a testing platform, and the relationship between
scatter fraction and phantom volume was obtained. Results Spher
oid geometry was best implemented with a polyhedron consisting of
a series of consecutive rings formed by trapezoids. An experimental
block-type detector with 36 GSO scintillators and four 14-mm
diameter photomuttiplier tubes, together with custom electronics,
yielded a spatial resolution of 3.4 mm FWHM and an energy
resolution of 18% FWHM. Using nearly â€œidealâ€•scintillation detectors
with a 350-keV threshold, wefound the scatter fraction to be 0.32 for
a 20-cm uniform phantom, 0.22 for a 15-cm phantom and closely
proportional to the square root ofthe phantom volume. Conclusion:
For cerebral studies, a spheroid PET using GSO scintillators has
several advantages: optimized geometry for sensitivity, a dead-time
fivefold smaller than an equivalent BGO system, and appreciably
better light output for improved energy resolution and detector
identification. The construction of such a system is within the
capabilities of present technology.
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In PET,theimage-formingvariableyieldingthedistributionof
the positron-emitting nuclide is supplied by annihilation pho
tons escaping from the subject under study. It is desirable to
maximize the collection of these photons by the radiation
detectors, and to do so it is best to provide a solid angle as close
as possible to 4 pi steradians. Unfortunately, several difficulties
impede this goal. Some are purely practical, such as the high
cost of obtaining the many detectors required. Others are more
fundamental, such as the increased fraction of scattered radia
tion. Because of these difficulties, in most state-of-the-art
positron emission tomographs, the solid angle of acceptance of
the photons emitted from the imaged object is limited by
detector placement architecture and septa collimation, which
minimizes the deleterious effects ofradiation scattered in tissue.
As a result, most PET systems subtend a relatively small solid
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improved event detection is needed to realize the best benefits
(20).

0@
We therefore investigated the advantages and disadvantages of
performing PET imaging of the human brain using radiation
detectors distributed on a spheroid surface surrounding the
patient's head. We sought to determine if this approach would
increase system sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio in the
examination for a given dose of radiation delivered to the
patient.

We focused on a PET device for brain imaging for several
reasons. A large percentage of PET examinations are of the
brain, and this is not likely to decrease. Some researchers are
interested in applying cerebral PET to the examination of
children, infants and even neonates. Because of the drastic
limits on radiation exposure demanded for these patients, a gain
in sensitivity for such examinations would be highly desirable.
In addition, the human head is well suited for PET imaging with
a spheroid distribution of radiation detectors. The cranial cavity
is in many subjects approximately circumscribable by a sphere.
Thus a distribution of radiation detectors about such an organ,
equidistant from its surface, would be roughly spherical. From
the standpoint of data sampling and volume reconstruction, this
is desirable. Moreover, in a spheroid distribution of detectors
around the brain, the attenuation experienced by annihilation
photons emanating from the brain and traveling towards the
detectors is nearly uniform. This is due to the favorable
geometry and to the fact that except for minor perturbations
from air-filled sinuses and varying bone thicknesses, the human
brain, cranium and scalp exhibit nearly constant linear attenu
ation in all directions. This nearly isotropic distribution of
scattered radiation is a highly useful feature in a PET-imaging
device without septa, and a nearly constant contribution of
scatter facilitates its subtraction. Finally, the human head's
location with respect to the rest of the body facilitates a
spheroid distribution of detectors, which is not the case in
thoracic examinations.

MATERIALS AND METhODS

Sphereld Configuration
Implementing a spheroid PET device entails placing radiation

detectors on a spheroid surface while maintaining a high packing
fraction without imposing impractical demands on detector config
uration. A high packing fraction requires detectors (or detector
modules) with a polygonal cross-section. These demands suggest
an architecture in which a mosaic of small scintillation detectors is
optically coupled to a smaller number of photomultiplier tubes.
Applying â€œAngerâ€•decoding logic, the scintillation event is iden
tified by a given crystal (21 ). A scintillation event's position in a
crystal (or group of crystals) is identified by the distribution of
signals generated by the event in a series of photomultiplier tubes
interfaced to the crystal(s). This is the structure utilized success
fully in most commercial PET devices (22).

The approximation of a spheroid by a polyhedron composed of
polygons, by no means a trivial problem, has been addressed in the
literature (23). This approximation is used in Buckminister Fuller's
â€œgeodesicdomesâ€•and in the design of soccer balls. Because this
solution is not readily applicable to detector modules using Anger
positioning logic, a more practical approach is a polyhedron
consisting ofa series ofconcentric rings formed by trapezoids (Fig.
1). The shape is gradually distorted, from a square at the â€œequatorâ€•
to a trapezoid towards the â€œpolesâ€•.Because the rings are not
interlocked (as in geodesic geometry), they can be assembled in
different numbers. The spheroid PET in Figure 1 has six rings, but
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FIGURE1. Diagramof a spheroid PETwith six rings of trapezoid-shaped
blockdetectors.

an eight-ring version is also practical. The detector surface area of
the six-ring system is similar to that of the GE ADVANCE body
system. However, it provides a solid angle of 7.5 steradians,
compared to 2.2 steradians, for an advantage of 3.4; it has a 20%
advantage in solid angle, compared to a cylinder with similar
surface area; and it has a diameter that subtends a solid angle of 6.3
steradians. The architecture's complexity is in the variation of its
trapezoidal cross-sections. In the illustrated design, there are three
different shapes from the diagram in Figure 1 as shown in Figure
2. The distortion ofthe polygons from that ofa square is not severe,
and the same four 1-in. PMTs cover well the cross-section of even
the â€œworstâ€•polygon. The PMT with a 1-in. by 1-in. square
cross-section was chosen to maximize light collection.

RESULTS

Experimental Investigation of Scattered Radiation
The large contribution of scattered radiation must be taken

into account in designing detectors for spheroid geometry. Thus
a preliminary effort in this investigation was constructing an
apparatus (Fig. 3) that would provide a convenient platform for
measuring the fractions ofscattered and random coincidences in
the proposed geometry. For a uniformly filled phantom, true
and scattered coincidences are indistinguishable. By using
substitution, however, two measurements may accomplish this
purpose. The platform may be used with nearly â€œidealâ€•(highly
efficient detection of all incident photons) detectors to restrict
the measurements to reflect only source and field geometry
influences, or used with more â€œrealisticâ€•detectors. For mea
surements with â€œidealâ€•detectors, two scintillation detectors
operating in coincidence and incorporating cylindrical thallium
activated sodium iodide crystals, 7.62 cm in diameter and 7.62
cm deep, each collimated by lead-tungsten to accept a circular

es

FIGURE 2. Trapezoid cross-sections of detector blocks for the six-flog
spheroid PET shown in Figure 1. The distortionof the trapezoids from a
squareisnotseverebutdoesincreasefromthecentralrings(1onleft)tothe
outer rings(3on right).The percentages shown represent the crystalmosaic
portioncoveredbythe photocathodesofthefour1-in.PMTs.
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FiGURE 3. Diagram of the apparatus
used forthe experimentalinvestigationof
scattered radiation.

field of view 20 cm in diameter and 25 cm from the crystal
surface were used. The aperture's diameter was 10 mm. The
phantom was a plastic hollow sphere 20 cm in diameter
containing a plastic cylinder with a 3.2-mm wall thickness and
divided into two volumes: the sphere itself (â€œAâ€•)and a void in
the sphere (â€œBâ€•)providing a cylindrical volume 19 mm in
diameter. Volume â€œBâ€•represented over 95% of the volume
encompassed in the region where â€œtrueâ€•coincidences could be
recorded. Both volumes in the phantom could be filled with an
aqueous solution or remain air filled. The volume of the 20-cm
phantom though large for representing the human brain, was
similar to the volume of the human head.

The system's electronics, interfaced to a workstation from
Sun Microsystems Corp., were conventional. The apparatus in
Figure 3 measured spatial resolution as a function of energy
threshold, verified linearity as a function of energy and mea
sured relative sensitivity as a function of energy.

Scatter and random coincidence contributions for the spher
ical phantom were measured at energy thresholds of 100, 250
and 350 keV for 18F activity levels from 0.03â€”0.3 @tCi/cc.
Figure 4 shows spectra for the â€œtrueâ€•and â€œscatterâ€•counts at
0.03 p@Ci/cc.The true coincidence spectrum was collected with
activity in the cylindrical insert and air in the surrounding

sphere, while the scatter spectrum (with 8% randoms) was
collected with water in the insert and activity in the surrounding
sphere. Thus the detector pair could be used to measure the
contribution of scattered coincidences in a uniformly filled
sphere. The scatter fraction for the spectra was obtained by
integrating all events after correction for sensitivity as a
function of energy. Random coincidence contribution was
calculated by R = S X S x @/Tal, where S is the measured
single-photon counting rate and Tal is the 20-nsec coincidence
window of the electronics.

The results in Table 1 provide an experimentally verified
bound on scatter and random contribution that may be used to
evaluate the feasibility of the spheroidal system. They reason
ably agree with published experimental and analytically pre
dicted results for cylindrical PET systems that use BGO block
detectors and operate without septa (14, 15). The scatter fraction
S/(T + 5) for a threshold of 350 keV is similar to findings in
those reports and is likely due to the â€œidealâ€•detector design. But
even in this case it should be noted that the sensitivity of the
â€œtruesâ€•was effectively reduced by nearly a factor of two (from
14 to 7.5) because of noise contribution. The rapid increase of
the scatter and random fractions for thresholds below 350 keV
occurred because ofthe scatter's low energy contribution in the

FIGURE4. Spectrafor trueandscat
tered coincidences measured from a
20-cm spherical phantom at an 18Fac
tivitylevel of 0.03 @tCVcc.The channel
number was calibratedto energy in keV.
The energy threshold was 100 keV.
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Property BOO GSO LSO

5Based on measurements with same PMT and identical-size crystals of
Nal,BGOandGSO.TheBGOlightyieldvariesintheliteraturewiththe
BICRON HandbOOk of 1990 indicating 10%-20%. The GSO contalns 0.5
mole% Ce doping.

TABLE I
Count Performance at 0.3 @CVeeMeasured in a 20-cm Test

Phantom

Et keV T S/F S/(1+S) R'T Tne

100191.020.500.986.3250150.660.400.696.4350140.470.320.407.5

@-@= t;L;e detector pair counts/sec/p.CVcc; S = scatter count rate; R =

random count rate Tne = T/(1+ SiT + A/T = noise equivalentcount rate.

spectrum (Fig. 4). Some randoms could be reduced by operating
with a coincidence window narrower than the 20 nsec of the
bench electronics, and substantial reductions could be obtained
by using detectors with shorter decay times than BGO or
NaI(Tl). It is important to note that, in terms of scatter and
random contributions, scintillation detectors with densities sim
ilar to NaI(Tl) can operate with a performance similar to that of
the much higher density BGO.

In addition to the collimated NaI(Tl) detectors used to
establish best-case measurements, small detectors made with
BGO, CsF or CsI, which might be more suitable for a
spheroidal system, were used to measure scatter and random
contributions. In these measurements 10-mm-diameter cylindri
cal crystal detector pairs were surrounded with a scattering
medium similar both in density and effective atomic number to
the scintillator tested. The purpose of this design was to include
realistic detection in the scatter and random measurements,
hence simulate the results that would be obtained in a system
with closely packed small detectors.

BGO Block Detector
Because of its wide acceptance, BGO was tested first. The

cylindrical scintillators (10 mm X 30 mm) were wrapped in a
Teflon reflector enclosed in a thin aluminum housing. The
annular container surrounding the detector was filled with
granulated tungsten. At 5 11 keV, the measured spatial and
energy resolutions ofthe detector pair were 5.0 mm FWHM and
18% FWHM, respectively. At 250 keV, measurements made
with the 20-cm spherical phantom yielded a random contribu
tion similar to that of the collimated NaI(Tl) detectors but a
scatter contribution S/T of 0.99; at 350 keV, the S/T was 0.60.
The performance ofthe BGO detectors operating independently
underlines the significant contribution of edge effects to scatter
fraction and suggests the need of a block detector to maintain a
manageable scatter contribution.

In PET, the amount of scattered radiation reaching the
detectors depends on the size and scattering characteristics of
the structure imaged. This amount is mostly influenced by the
size of the subject's head in brain studies. The 20-cm spherical
phantom has a volume of over 4 liters and approximates that of
the adult human head. As one of the stated objectives of the
spheroid system is the imaging of infants and neonates heads, it
was deemed important to assess the scattered radiation fraction
as a function of head size. The ratio of scattered coincidences to
true coincidences (SIT) was measured for two additional vol
umes with the above apparatus. The ratio plotted for three
volumes (Fig. 5) was proportional to the square root of the
volume. Thus, problems resulting from scattered radiation
decrease rapidly with head size.

GSO Block Detector
The above measurements suggest that detectors suitable for a

spheroidal PET system should be of a block design and should
operate with an energy threshold of 350 keV or higher. The

Volume(1000cc)

FiGURE5@Measuredratiosof scattered coincidencesto tnie coincidences
forthree phantomalzes.Theratioswereobtainedusingthe apparatus shown
in Figure3 and are closelyproportionalto the square root of the phantom
volume.

block detector minimizes edge effects, insures a high photopeak
fraction of detected photons and when operated with a high
energy threshold, effectively minimizes scattered coincidences
for brain-size objects. In addition, the scintillator must have
sufficient light output to accommodate photopeak acceptance
above the threshold while rejecting scatter. High light output
also facilitates the positioning system in the front-end electron
ics. Decay speed helps limit random coincidences and dead
time, and a high atomic number ultimately limits spatial
resolution.

A scintillation material that exhibits many of the above
properties for the spheroidal system is a crystal of cerium
activated gadolinium orthosilicate, GSO(Ce). This material has
a density of6.7 glee, greater light output than BGO, and a decay
time of 56 nsec (24) (Table 2). In testing polished cylindrical
crystals (10 mm X 30 mm) of BGO and GSO for light output,
we observed that GSO had 2.9 times the effective light output
ofBGO and yielded an energy resolution of I 1% FWHM at 511
keV (Fig. 6). LSO, a new scintillation crystal (25 ) that exhibits
the most preferred characteristics of any known scintillator for
this application, is not yet commercially available. Although
our work has proceeded with GSO, it could easily be adapted to
LSO if it becomes available. GSO was used with alternating
crystals of BGO in a PET system developed by Scanditronix

TABLE 2
Physical Properties of BGO, GSO and LSO (24-26)

Effectiveatomicnumber
Dens@ (g/ee)
Decayconstant (nsec)
Indexof refraction
Peak wavelength(nm)
Aftenuatkn length (cm)
Ughtyield(relativeto NaI(fl))
Hygroscopicity

7559667.136.717.430056402.151.851.824804304201.121.381.140.14*0.41*0.75NoNoNo
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FIGURE8@Two-dimenalonalAnger plot from the experimental detector
blockshown in Figure7.

designed for the slower decay of NaI(Tl) and BGO, the custom
implementation was needed to demonstrate the ability to pro
cess events faster than the 750 nsec typically required for BGO.
Software was developed to compute the two-dimensional Anger
response and total energy response and to provide output in the
form of plots and video images.

Results from the two electronic approaches were equivalent,
demonstrating that the faster decay of GSO can be used by
current technology to improve the count-rate capability and
energy resolution of a block-type detector. Detectors arrayed
6 X 6 in a two-dimensional Anger plot (Fig. 8) were easily

delineated, and an energy resolution of 18% FWHM was
measured on a selected crystal. The detector block operated
with 5 times less dead-time than a similar block of BGO (150
nsec instead of 750 nsec), which corresponds to the ratio of
scintillation decay times. The lower stopping power, however,
of GSO as compared to BGO resulted in an approximately 20%
diminished sensitivity for 30-mm deep detectors. At higher
activity levels the lower dead-time losses of the GSO helped
preserve its sensitivity and the measured counting rate was
greater than that for BGO.

Spatial resolution was measured for the block detector in
coincidence with a detector identical to its individual compo
nent detectors. The line-spread function, obtained by stepping a
1-mm line source of â€˜8Fat 0.5-mm increments across the field,
was 3.4 mm FWHM. While no measurements were made for
4.5-mm BGO detectors, simulations (29) have shown their
spatial resolution to be approximately 10% better than that of
GSO.

The count rate of PET systems incorporating BGO block
type detectors is limited by their long decay time. At high
activity levels, the reconstructed spatial resolution of these
devices may be degraded by inadequate counts, or they may
require intolerably long data-acquisition times. Thus, at dc
vated counting rates, using (iSO with a shorter decay time may
yield an image with better spatial resolution.

To incorporate the block-detector design in the spheroid, a
trapezoid rather than square cross-section must be accommo
dated. The difficulty in completely filling this shape with a

FIGURE6.EnergyspectraforpolishedcrystalsofGSOandBOO.The511
keVpeakenergychannelis noted by the verticallineon eachspectrum.The
ratio of these channels indicates that the detected light output of GSO is 2.9
timesthatofBGO.

(27) but this effort was not continued, probably because of the

high cost and manufacturing difficulties of GSO crystals at that
time.

A block-type detector using GSO was designed and con
structed as a square array of 36 diffusing surface crystals (4.5 X
4.5 X 30 mm) coupled to four 14-mm-diameter cylindrical
photomultiplier tubes (Fig. 7). The module was tested under
flood field and collimated beam illumination using single
photons from a 5 11-keV radioactive source. Two sets of
electronic instrumentation have been used: modularized bench
instruments (28) and custom high-speed integrated circuits that
digitize and record the four anode signals within 150 nsec of
photon absorption. Because standard NIM electronics were

FIGURE7. Experimentaldetector
block with a 6 x 6 array of GSO
crystals.
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FIGURE9. Illustrationof a trapezoiddetector showingthe crystalmosaic.

mosaic of crystals can be overcome by cutting the crystals into
suitable shapes to fill the trapezoids (Fig. 9). The individual
crystals will vary somewhat in size and shape, but this is not a
serious disadvantage since even rectangular modules have
significant variations in spatial resolution, energy resolution
and sensitivity (30). Because of their ability to maximize the
collection of light from the GSO crystal block, the PMTs with
square cross-sections achieve superior energy resolution for
scatter rejection and for facilitating the positioning electronics
to decode a large number of crystals. The Anger logic performs
well even with some separation in the PMTs (Fig. 10).

DISCUSSION

Practical Considerations
Detector calibration and attenuation correction measurements

for a spheroid PET are similar to those normally performed on
cylindrical systems with a rotating rod source. In the case of the

I

spheroid geometry, the rod is curved and a spheroid surface is
traced.

Reconstruction and scatter correction algorithms for three
dimensional PET imaging are based on spherical geometry, for
which, when used with cylindrical systems, the data must be
transformed to spherical coordinates before processing. The
spheroid PET offers a more natural geometry for these algo
rithms, although as in all PET systems, rebinning data into
parallel projection planes is still required prior to algorithm
implementation.

Data handling and computer implementation for a spheroid
PET device are similar to that used at our institution in a
previous system (31 ). A list-mode event acquisition system is
used for maximum flexibility in data processing. For spheroid
PET implementation, the bank-pair coincidence partitions are
increased to 30 for improved count-rate performance, and the
multiprocessor computer upgraded to 1 GFLOP of processing
speed and 256 Mbyte of main memory capacity. This level of
performance is available in many modern Unix-based servers
and workstations. The cost of producing a spheroid PET device
as described can be extrapolated with a good level of confi
dence from that of existing systems. The cost of components in
a state-of-the-art body PET device having similar crystal
surface area as the system of Figure 1 includes approximately
12% for the BGO scintillation crystals. At present, the cost of
GSO is up to 2.5 times that of BGO, which increases the cost of

the total system components by 19%. This estimate assumes
reasonable consistency in the cost of other system components,
such as electronics, gantry and patient support, and a computer
system with peripherals.

CONCLUSION
The study's findings indicate that a positron emission tomo

graph, designed for cerebral studies in which GSO scintillation
detectors are distributed on a spheroid surface surrounding the
subject's head has several advantages over more conventional
devices:

1. The solid angle subtended by the detectors for a spheroid
configuration is appreciably larger than that in conven
tional designs. Compared to a state-of-the-art body de
vice, the spheroid geometry shown in Figure 1 subtends a
solid angle approximately 3.4 times greater for about the
same detector surface. Also, because of its more favorable
angle of incidence for lines of measurement that are
oblique to the transaxial plane, the spheroid configuration
offers an improved axial-resolution variability.

2. The GSO mosaic radiation detector yields a dead-time
approximately five times shorter than a BGO detector of
the same size, which is of crucial importance in fast
data-acquisition studies in which dead-time may result in
serious information losses.

3. The GSO module described above provides an apprecia
bly better energy resolution than a BGO module and
therefore better scatter rejection. Its high light output
facilitates the positioning electronics and allows a larger
number of crystals to be decoded.

Conversely, a spheroid PET device utilizing GSO detectors
exhibits several disadvantages as compared to conventional
PET devices with BGO detector blocks:

1. The spheroid geometry does not lend itself to the use of
interslice septa and must be operated only in the three
dimensional mode.

2. Because of its lower stopping power, the sensitivity of the
GSO system is approximately 20% lower than a compa

I
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FiGURE10. Expetimentaldecoding of a lineararrayof 12 GSO crystals.
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rable BGO system. The dead-time advantage of the GSO,
however, results in less information loss and hence a
higher true counting rate as activity levels increase.

3. Also because of its lower stopping power, the spatial
resolution of the GSO system is approximately 10%
poorer than a comparable BGO system with the same size
crystals. To a certain degree this is offset by the more
favorable angle of incidence of many lines of measure
ment in the spheroid configuration.

The cost of constructing a spheroid GSO PET is comparable
to that of a more conventional design incorporating the same
volume of crystal, except for the cost of GSO scintillation
material, which is approximately 2.5 times greater than that of
BGO. One can expect the overall component cost of the GSO
device to be approximately 19% greater than that of a BGO
system of comparable design. Experimentally, it has been
shown that the magnitude of scattered coincidence contribution
is manageable for cerebral studies, and algorithms for correc
tion and reconstruction of three-dimensional images are avail
able. From the engineering standpoint, the construction of a
spheroid GSO PET for brain imaging is well within the
capabilities of present-day technology.
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